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INTRODUCTION
The presence of mineral salt crystals in porous media greatly affects the behavior of such materials. In civil engineering and geology, salt crystallization (also referred as haloclasty) is one of the major causes of mechanical or physical weathering causing disintegration of rocks and building materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] On the other hand, the crystallization of salts in soil causes salinisation and sodification, which are amongst the most important forms of soil degradation causing desertification and threatening to the ecosystems. 6, 7 The increase in impermeability of deep soil layers and rocks due to salt crystallization causes problems for oil well productivity and CO 2 sequestration. 8, 9 There can be various origin of salts present in porous media; the salts can be derived from external sources (e.g., capillary rising ground water, eolian origin, sea water along rocky coasts, or atmospheric pollution) or can be naturally present in the materials used for construction (such as mortars and bricks). With the variation in climatic conditions such as the temperature or relative humidity (RH), or rain followed by drying, salts crystallize either in the form of efflorescence (at the surface) or subflorescence (within the pore network). 10, 11 Subsequently, once crystallized, salts can redissolve in two different ways: by bringing it in contact with liquid water (dissolution) or by contact with water vapor (deliquescence). The latter is due to the hygroscopic properties of salts. The resulting salt solution is subsequently mobilized in the porous network and gets re-crystallized when dried again, e.g., due to relative humidity variations.
The reaction of salts on water evaporation and weathering of porous media has attracted a lot of attention over the past decade, but remains incompletely understood. Most of studies reported up till now in the literature deal either with unidirectional (1D) evaporation of a saturated porous media containing homogeneous salt solutions or with evaporationwicking experiments. In the 1D experiments, the extreme surface is exposed to evaporation; in a typical evaporationwicking experiment, the porous material is permanently supplied with the salt solution, leading to a steady-state evaporation. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] These studies have revealed the impact of the pore size 17, 18 and the relative humidity 19 on the type of crystallization. Mainly efflorescence has been observed in different types: crusty or patchy 17, 18 (also referred to as "cauliflowers" 20 ) , and although it has been observed that the crystallization affects the drying rate, there are still many aspects that need to be clarified in order to understand the interplay between salt crystallization and evaporation. One important aspect that has not been taken into account so far is the dynamics of the crystallization and recrystallization processes. [21] [22] [23] [24] In general, recrystallization that results from cycling differs from crystallization because in direct crystallization the crystallization is rapid, and with the resulting phase transition, solid contains many trapped impurities. 25 In addition, depending on whether the nucleation is primary (directly from solution) or secondary (from pre-existing crystallites present in the solution), different growth rates and crystallization patterns can result. 22, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] In primary nucleation, high supersaturations can be achieved. This is, for example, the case for the evaporation of homogeneous salt solutions in confined systems. 29, 30 On the other hand, secondary nucleation typically happens around the saturation concentration. 24, 25 It is clear from the above that the a)
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In this paper, we show that the mechanisms of nucleation (primary or secondary) and crystal growth are of major importance for understanding the drying behavior of salt contaminated materials.
Porous materials that contain salts can be permanently exposed to dissolution/deliquescence-drying cycles, and we report that the dynamics of crystal growth is of paramount importance on both the evaporation rate and the possible damage generated by the salt crystallization. When the same amount of water is used to dissolve the salt present in a stone, different recrystallization patterns and evaporation kinetics can be found if this is done in different ways: by a rapid saturation with liquid water or by a slow saturation using water vapor.
EXPERIMENTAL
We perform a multiscale study on the behavior of sodium chloride contaminated sandstones, exposed to different RH conditions, roughly representative of winter and summer conditions. We have chosen sodium chloride because its solubility is only weakly temperature dependent, so that the main driving forces for (re-)crystallization are RH variations. Solutions were prepared with Sigma Aldrich grade 99.9% NaCl and Ultrapure Millipore water.
Macroscale experiments consist of studying the crystallization pattern and the drying kinetics of saturated sandstones (porosity $ 29%, and pore diameter d p $ 30 lm). We study the recrystallization behavior and the drying of the salt-contaminated sandstones once they were rewetted with liquid water or brought in contact with water vapor (RH $ 100%). The global drying kinetics (evaporation in three-dimensional (3D) directions) are followed on an automated balance with a precision of 0.001 g placed in a homemade, controlled climatic chamber at T ¼ 21 C, and RH $ 20% and 50%. 28 The dissolution/deliquescence followed by recrystallization cycling are repeated up to 5 times for each sample. To investigate whether there is an impact of sample size on the results, all experiments are repeated using three different sizes of sandstones: small (4 Â 8 mm, with a volume to evaporative surface ratio of V/S ¼ 0.8 mm), medium (8.5 Â 8.5 mm, V/S ¼ 1.7 mm), and large (20 Â 40 mm, V/S ¼ 4.4 mm).
Microscale experiments are used to investigate the crystallization in the core of the stone and at the surface in more detail. These experiments are done using high resolution X-ray computed tomography (l-CT), optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) combined with Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX).
X-ray l-CT was performed at the Centre for X-ray Tomography at the Ghent University (UGCT) using the scanner HECTOR. 32 The resulting voxel size of the reconstructed datasets was 5 lm 3 . The samples were initially scanned after the salt crystallization cycles, and subsequently washed out to be scanned in their natural state. The 3D reconstructions of the scans were done using the software Octopus. 33 Afterwards, the two datasets of each sample, i.e., after salt crystallization and after being washed out, were loaded in the software DataViewer (SkyScan). The datasets were roughly aligned manually and subsequently an automatic registration procedure was performed to optimize the 3D alignment in order to obtain the same positioning in 3D space for both datasets. This allows to assess changes in the sample, by subtracting the volume of the natural state from the volume of the salt-containing sample. At locations where salt crystals have precipitated, a change of the gray value is expected in the X-ray images. The differential volume obtained from the digital image subtraction thus represents the salt precipitation in the sample. 3D renderings of the samples and the precipitated salt were made in VG Studio Max.
It should be noted that this method is limited by the spatial resolution of the micro-tomographic datasets, i.e., 5 lm in this study. However, image analysis proved that we captured almost the full pore space with this resolution 32,33 (27. 1% porosity based on image analysis; 28% porosity based on mercury intrusion porosimetry $30 lm average pore size of the uni-modal pore system). 6, 34 In addition, we use square microcapillaries as simple model systems for a single pore within a porous medium, to investigate the kinetics of dissolution and deliquescence of crystals, followed by recrystallization. 31 Quantifying small-scale features is fundamental to improving our understanding of the underlying basis of macroscopic fluid and solute transport behavior.
RESULTS
During a first series of experiments, the sandstones samples are saturated by imbibition with NaCl solutions (at saturation: 6.1 M). Figure 1 shows the drying at the two relative humidities for the different sample sizes. At RH $50%, the typical drying behavior is a constant drying rate period (CRP) followed by a much slower drying that sets in at a very late stage, almost at complete desaturation ( Fig. 1-right ). Comparing to pure water, the drying rate of the salt solution is lower. This is expected since the water activity is reduced in the presence of dissolved salt: the equilibrium vapor pressure above a saturated brine solution 1.88 kPa is significantly below that of pure water: 2.49 kPa. 35 The CRP is clearly associated with a homogeneous desaturation of the sample due to capillary flow at the surface. [36] [37] [38] This behavior does not depend on the size of the sample and shows that there is a continuous liquid film at the surface of the porous medium. The l-CT and SEM analysis of the crystallization pattern at the end of drying show a heterogeneous distribution of salt crystals at the surface and a large amount of small cubic microcrystallites grown onto each other (also called patch 16, 19 or "cauliflower structure" 20 ) (Figs. 2 and 3-bottom). Hardly any salt crystal is detected in the core of the sample independently of its size. Such crystallization dynamics can be explained as follows: the surface is hydraulically connected to the core of the sample through the wetting films, taking care of the transport of the salt ions to the surface of the porous stone. The first crystallization then starts at the surface since the water evaporates there, and the formation of the first crystal acts as a seed for further crystallization (secondary nucleation), leading eventually to the cauliflower structure (Figs. 2 and 3-bottom). In parallel, the precipitation process of several microcrystallites also induces a roughness of the surface that leads by capillary suction to an enhanced spreading of the fluid. 20, 39 This leads to a creeping motion of the salt. 20, 40, 41 At lower relative humidity (RH 20%), the drying behavior of the sample consists of three regimes: first, a CRP with a faster evaporation rate compared to RH 50%. The CRP [This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to ] IP:
regime is again independent of the sample size and continuous until the residual saturation is roughly half of the initial saturation. In the second regime, the saturation no longer decreases linearly in time, but much faster: the saturation follows an exponential decrease. The third regime is much slower: a t 1/2 dependence of the saturation as a function of time is found, characteristic of a mass transfer limited by diffusion that controls the evaporation ( Fig. 1-left) . 36, 37 This leaves the question what the origin is of the second (exponential decay) regime followed by a diffusive regime for drying at low relative humidity. Microscale analysis of the sample reveals the formation of salt crystals layer at the surface of the sample (Fig. 3 ), and no crystals are observed in the core of the sample (Fig. 2) . The lateral rapid growth of salt crystals forms a skin on the outer surface of the sandstone, which forms a barrier and prevents the fluid from reaching the surface to evaporate. In fact, the skin formation accounts for the exponential decrease of the drying rate with time: with the growth of the skin layer, the evaporative surface rapidly becomes smaller in time, which slows down the evaporation. In fact, the drying rate is proportional to the surface of evaporation dm dt ¼ ÀcA:
As soon as crystals start to grow at the surface, the evaporative surface decreases according to
Consequently, the combination of these two differential equations for the evaporated mass gives
which has an exponential solution: m ¼ m 0 e Àcat , as is observed in the experiments. A more detailed investigation of the crust shows that the salt layer (skin layer) that covers the outer surface of the sandstone is, in fact, also porous with a mean pore size of about 3 lm, i.e., 10 times smaller than the pore radius of sandstone ( Fig. 3(c) ). The average thickness of the salt skin is estimated from micro-CT results and SEM images. Both methods give a maximum thickness of the salt skin around 250 lm 6 50 lm. According to Washburn's law, 42 reducing the pore diameter will reduce the speed of fluid transport through capillary suction. Here, the speed of the capillary flow through these small pores is found to be insufficient to overcome the evaporation rate at low RH (20%). This leads to a rupture of the wetting films at the outer surface; subsequently, diffusive transport of vapor through the small pores controls the drying kinetics in the third regime. The diffusive transport in the third regime can consequently be well understood by taking into account theoretical models for the effect of the skin in the diffusion controlled evaporation 43, 44 and the theoretical approach on the evaporation in a porous media in the presence of a drying front. 45 At the end of the regime 2, we consider that almost the whole surface of the stone is covered by a thin salt layer. Here, we assume that the salt skin and the stone are homogeneous with a boundary between the two, which is well defined. We consider a gradient of concentration only along the x-axis due to a gradient of vapor pressure (i.e., relative humidity, RH ¼ P w P s w Â 100 ) with p w the vapor pressure and P s w the saturated water vapor pressure at 21 C (2.487 kPa) ( Fig. 4) . At the top of the free surface of the salt skin, the vapor pressure is controlled by imposing a relative humidity of RH $20% ( p 20 w ¼ 0:497 kPa). Under the salt skin, i.e., within the porous materials, the liquid salt solution is continuous throughout the sandstone. The vapor pressure just above this (i.e., at the boundary between the stone and the precipitated salt) is equal to the vapor pressure above the saturated NaCl solution, p 75 w ¼ 1:865 kPa. If the evaporation rate in the third regime is diffusion controlled, following Fick's law, the rate of transfer of diffusing water vapor through a unit area of a section of the thin salt skin is proportional to the concentration gradient normal to the section
where D eff is the effective diffusion coefficient in the porous skin and S is the free evaporative surface. Considering the ideal gas behavior of water vapor, we can write the relation between the vapor pressure and the water vapor concentration as
where p w is the vapor pressure, M is the molar mass, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature of the gas. By substituting Equation (5) in Fick's law, we obtain
where l is the thickness of the skin and Dp w ¼ p 75 w À p 20 w is the difference between the vapor pressure between the two sides of the surface skin. Considering the porous structure of the salt skin, the amount of precipitated salt which makes the skin can be written as m NaCl ¼ q Nacl :S:l: ð1 À /Þ; (7) where / is the porosity of the salt skin, q is the salt density, and S is the surface of the sample. Moreover, the amount of NaCl that precipitates is related to the amount of evaporated water by the relation: m NaCl ðtÞ ¼ 0:36 : m w (t). By combining these two equations, we obtain the expression of the thickness of the skin as a function of the weight of evaporated water l ¼ 0:36:m w q Nacl :S: 1 À / ð Þ :
By incorporating the expression of l in the evaporation flux equation and after integration, we obtain
Here, the Dm w is the amount of evaporated water from the start of the 3rd regime and D s $D eff (1 À /) is the equivalent coefficient of diffusion in the porous skin. Depending on the simplifying assumptions and idealizations, various relations between the effective diffusion coefficients D eff and porosity, /, can be found in the literature. 46, 47 Comparing the prefactor of Eq. (9) to the experimental data ( Fig. 4) , we obtain D s$ $ 3 Â 10 À5 cm 2 /s, and the lower value of D s compared to the diffusion coefficient of water vapor through air is (D ¼ 0.242 cm 2 /s) due to the effects of the porosity and tortuosity of the porous salt skin. The value that we obtain is on the same order of magnitude as that in a porous membrane with a pore diameter around $2 lm and a porosity around 5%. 48 As was shown by different authors, the diffusion coefficients in porous media D p can be significantly smaller than those in the bulk D f . Moreover, as the fluid-filled porosity decreases, D p /D f also decreases owing to increased tortuosity and decreased cross section for diffusion. 44, 48 The duration of the diffusive regime increases with the size of the sample, as is expected: if the sample is very large (V/S ratio high), there will be a lot of liquid in the sample when the liquid film at the surface of the crust disappears, and consequently, the diffusive regime becomes very long. For the small samples (V/S ¼ 0.8 mm) for which the end of the second regime coincides with a complete desaturation of the sample, the diffusive regime is then no longer observed ( Fig. 1) . Another interesting conclusion from these different observations is that for a given sample the total drying time is longer at low relative humidity (RH ¼ 20%) compared to the high one (RH ¼ 50%), due to the subtle interplay between crystallization dynamics and evaporation. This observation is in a good agreement with the results obtained for the 1D drying of NaCl saturated brick samples at RH $0% and RH >55%. 19 Recrystallization dynamics: After the initial drying described above, we bring the NaCl-contaminated sandstones in contact either with liquid water (dissolution) or with water vapor (RH > RH eqNaCl, deliquescence) until complete saturation. Once saturated, the sample is dried again at 20% and 50% RH. We have repeated this cycling up to 5 times.
Dissolution-drying experiments: In the case of saturation by rewetting with pure water which is a rapid process, we observe that independently of the relative humidity, not all salt crystals at the surface will have time to dissolve and distribute again inside the stone before the evaporation starts. Subsequently, drying induces the secondary nucleation of new crystals on top of the existing, incompletely dissolved ones. In this situation, low supersaturations and small induction times are observed because the nucleation and growth take place on existing crystal surfaces once the evaporation starts. The rewetting is done with pure water, so no additional salt is added. The observed precipitation of the new crystals at the surface thus implies the dissolution of crystals within the sample and the transport of material to the place where the growth proceeds on the outer surface. Therefore, rewetting followed by drying cycles tends to extract (transport) the salt from within the porous medium towards the outer surface by forming large cauliflower-like salt crystal assemblies at the surface ( Fig. 5(b) ).
The increase in size of the cauliflowers with increasing number of wetting/drying cycles leads (Figs. 5 and 3(f)) consequently to the disappearance of the "skin" at the surface of the sample, which in the first cycle significantly reduced the evaporation rate for low relative humidity (RH $ 20%). This crystallization dynamics has its direct repercussions on the drying behaviour as it can be seen in Figure 6 . First, with increasing the number of cycles, the drying kinetics gets closer to the drying kinetics of water. Second, the exponential regime associated with the formation of a salt "skin" that slowed down the evaporation disappears completely due to the fact that the skin layer disappears with cycling as discussed above. Third, because the skin layer is subsequently replaced by large cauliflowers with cycling, the constant rate period extends over a longer period with increasing the number of cycles. The drying dynamics can thus be described as a constant rate period due to the capillary transport to the surface followed by a diffusive regime. The transition between these two regimes becomes smaller and smaller with subsequent cycling. It is important to note that, contrary to what happened for the first cycle, after several rewetting/drying because the effect of the salt layer has disappeared, the evaporation at low RH then becomes faster than at high RH, as is expected intuitively (Fig. 6) .
For high relative humidity RH $50% (lower evaporation rates), no skin formation was found in the first cycle, and the exponential regime was absent. Consequently, the drying behavior is not affected by the recrystallization dynamics as is borne out by the observation that subsequent cycles do not lead to different drying rates (Fig. 6 ).
DELIQUESCENCE-DRYING EXPERIMENTS
If the water is re-introduced into the porous medium by deliquescence, a very different recrystallization dynamics is observed. The experiments show that the formation of large cauliflowers of crystals due to secondary nucleation upon recrystallization is almost completely absent with the increase in the number of cycles. The deliquescence of the salt crystals is a slow process, which leads to the formation of a very homogeneous saturated salt solution, which gradually invades the porous network of the stone, thus transporting the salt to the interior of the stone. The subsequent recrystallization (as a primary nucleation) of the homogeneous salt solution leads to the increase of the number of large cubic crystals (Fig. 7) ; their formation is usual for recrystallization because at each cycle impurities are expelled. 24, 31 It was recently shown that high supersaturations can be achieved during such recrystallization from homogeneous solutions of sodium chloride. 24, 28, 29 The increase of salt To confirm this hypothesis, we did some experiments in single square microcapillaries representative of a single pore in the porous network. The result confirms well that with increasing the number of cycles of deliquescence/drying, there is a retraction of the salt solution due to the increase of concentration and the change in the wetting properties of the salt solution. As can be seen in Figure 8 , at the first cycle, crystallization occurs at the entrance of the capillary with the formation of a layer blocking the main entrance. With two deliquescence-drying cycles, first, the skin at the entrance is gradually replaced by well-shaped cubic crystals at the outer wall of the microcapillary and a second part of the salt solution retracts inside of the capillary, leading to crystallization deeper in the microcapillary.
The increase of the concentration before the primary nucleation growth also affects the drying rate since the equilibrium vapor pressure above the sample decreases, 29 which slows down the drying. This leads to a slowing down of the evaporation rate in what we previously called the regime 1 "constant rate period" (Fig. 9 ). This can be seen with the linear fit of this regime. Moreover, in this recrystallization dynamics, the formation of crystals layer as skin due to lateral secondary nucleation growth is avoided. Therefore, as it is expected intuitively the evaporation at low RH $20% remains faster than at high RH $50% ( Fig. 9 ).
After 3 to 5 subsequent saturation/drying cycles, the percentage of damage is assessed by gently removing salt efflorescence, washing out the remaining salt, drying the stone, and weighing the stone. 49 The amount of damage is then given by the weight loss of the stone
The results clearly show that first with deliquescence/drying cycles the percentage of efflorescence decreases with the progression of the number of cycles from 20% to 5% after 3 cycles. Second, such humidity cycling can lead to damage: 6% loss of materials is observed in the form of sanding. The faster growth of less nuclei with the progression of the cycles, which lead to larger cubic crystals in size at the subsurface, can also explain why repeated humidity cycling can lead to a gradual expansion of the material 50 causing more and more damage with the progression of cycles. To the contrary, hardly any damage is observed for the case of dissolution with liquid water, followed by recrystallisation ( Fig. 10 ).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the effect of salt crystallization on the drying dynamics of salt-containing porous media, a subject of considerable importance in a variety of fields. We have elucidated the major role played by different salt crystallization pathways on the drying behavior of salt-containing sandstones subjected to several wettingdrying cycles. The kinetics of crystal growth, notably whether the nucleation is primary or secondary, strongly influences the drying behavior, and we provide a clear identification of the different possible regimes that are possible, depending also on external parameters such as the relative humidity and sample size. Three different regimes can be distinguished: (i) a capillary regime characterized by a constant evaporation rate; (ii) a novel regime in which the evaporation rate decreases exponentially due to the crystal growth that reduces the evaporative surface area, and (iii) a diffusive regime, in which the evaporative flux scales as ͱt; in this regime, the porous medium is almost completely covered with salt and the speed of the capillary flow through the small pores of the crust is insufficient to overcome the evaporation. We find that recrystallization due to subsequent cycling progressively decreases the surface coverage by the salt crust and hence the evaporation rate increases; after several cycles the intermediate regime associated with the formation of the salt crust disappears completely. The difference between dissolution by adding liquid water or deliquescence (by water vapor) is that liquid water progressively extracts the salt from the porous medium and forms a few large microcrystallites assemblies on its surface due to the secondary nucleation of crystals on incompletely dissolved crystals on the stone surface. Deliquescence is much slower and leads to complete dissolution. From the homogeneous salt solution that forms, we observe the crystallization of large cubic crystals that progress towards the interior of the stone core after several cycles. The results obtained here for NaCl are in good agreement with our previous work on sodium sulfate Na 2 SO 4 for which humidity cycling and rewetting/drying also leads to different crystallization mechanisms due to the difference between the primary or secondary nucleation and the related supersaturation reached in the solution during drying. 28 These observations take all their importance if we consider salt weathering of stones, i.e., the damage to stones due to the crystallization of salts. 3 It has often been assumed that the crystals forming within the stone (subflorescence) or at its surface (efflorescence) is a property of the specific salt that is present; 3 here, we show that for the same salt, both phenomena can be observed depending on the experimental procedure. Efflorescence is often an aesthetic problem on buildings or wall paintings. Our results suggest that in any case for NaCl, this problem becomes worse if one tries to wash the salt off with liquid water but could be avoided by humidity cycling. Subflorescence, on the other hand, is believed to be the major cause of stone damage; the growing salt crystals exert a crystallization pressure onto the pore wall that may damage the stone. 4, 5 Humidity cycling that may occur naturally (our RH values are typical of European summers and winters) is observed here to lead to the formation of larger and larger crystals. These typically form after several cycles and at high supersaturations, 28, 29 and since the crystallization pressure is directly given by the supersaturation, this may lead to severe damage of sodium chloride contaminated sandstone.
